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AFP® GUIDE TO: SCENARIO PLANNING 

FP&A GUIDE SERIES

As a leading provider of enterprise cloud applications for finance and HR, Workday is proud to sponsor the 
AFP® FP&A Guide to Scenario Planning. 

Throughout this challenging year, we’ve seen many businesses make the mistake of relying on spreadsheets 
and legacy systems for manual, episodic planning. Without the right tools at their fingertips, these 
organizations experience frustration and struggle to navigate roadblocks, seize opportunities or make 
decisions in a timely manner.

We believe that to survive and thrive in a world that’s changing faster than ever, today’s leaders need to unlock 
business agility—the kind of agility that enables organizations to anticipate and adapt to whatever comes next. 

In this guide, you’ll learn how continuous and company-wide planning supports business agility by allowing 
your FP&A, operational, and executive teams to make data-driven decisions in response to unexpected shifts in 
market conditions. With Workday technology, your finance teams can take full advantage of flexible modeling 
capabilities in an easy-to-use solution to perform real-world analysis so you can embrace the future with 
confidence.

As you look for new ways to increase agility in an age of uncertainty, we hope this guide empowers you to 
build the best path forward in 2021 and beyond. 

Kinnari Desai 
Vice President, Business Finance and Investor Relations
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Every time we make a forecast, a budget, or an investment business case, we recognize the limitations of our outlook. We apply discount rates, “haircut” 
the revenue and pad expenses because we recognize that uncertainty exists, and that a single point estimates does not capture all possible outcomes. 
Scenario planning is a complementary process to budgeting and forecasting, based on the recognition that multiple outcomes are possible. Scenarios 
prepare us to think differently than where our own assumptions would lead us. 

Finance’s response to volatility and unpredictability is to maintain multiple points of view of what can happen in the future—various plans with different 
outcomes, triggers, and KPIs alerting the business to changes in the market. Inflexible budgets break; scenario planning is a structured approach to 
creating flexibility in planning and operations. 

AFP’s COVID-19 FP&A Survey showed that in the beginning of the pandemic, the most significant concern for business was information uncertainty,  
the inability to know what was happening and what could happen. This was considered a bigger threat than actual loss of sales, cash flow or key inputs.  
This led to a dramatic increase in demand for forecasting services, and higher visibility for FP&A among the senior ranks of the organization, as reported 
in the 2020 FP&A Survey. 

INTRODUCTION: WE NEED SCENARIOS NOW1

57%

Frequency of Forecasts in 2019, 2020, and 2021
(% of organizations responding frequency of forecast)

What is having the greatest impact on your organization?
(Results from COVID-19 FP&A Survey)

2019 Daily

Daily

Information uncertainty

Collections and contracts

Lack of new customers/business development 

Diminishing demand from existing customers

Logistics/vendor challenges

Liquidity/access to capital

Financial markets (FX, interest rates)

Labor availability 

Materials and goods shortage

Other

Weekly

Weekly

Monthly

Monthly2020, 2021 Expected 80%

75%

68%

68%

67%

58%

51%

50%

40%

39%

31%

However, simply running more forecasts is not enough, because that 
reinforces what we think we know in existing models. Information 
uncertainty is a different challenge, often characterized through the 
acronym VUCA:

• Volatility: What is happening? The situation changes quickly  
in unexpected ways, and historical norms are less predictive of 
the future.

• Uncertainty: What will happen next? Unsure of the present, 
unsure of what to do next, this indicates a wider range or lower 
confidence in forecasts.

• Complexity: Why is this happening? The confounding of issues, 
no cause-and-effect chain is evident. Our ability to model the 
outcome based on known variables diminishes. 

• Ambiguity: What does this mean? Cause-effect relations are 
unclear, making interpretation and extrapolation difficult, like 
driving on a foggy road.

For FP&A to advise the enterprise in a world of changing information 
and uncertainty, we need to incorporate intelligence quickly (rapid 
reforecasting) and stretch the organizational mindset for the 
possibility of multiple future outcomes. This guide will examine what 
scenario planning is, how to execute on scenario planning throughout 
the year, and provide practitioner examples of scenario planning. 

https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/survey-research-economic-data/Details/COVID19FPA/
https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/survey-research-economic-data/Details/TechDataFPASurvey/?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=social_media&utm_campaign=RSCH20_fpa_techanddata_survey
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DEFINITIONS & PARAMETERS

Can you imagine the teams pondering the news, calculating 
their moves? Should they ramp up their research and design to 
churn out more product? Lower prices? Increase marketing? Do 
nothing? The financial modelers stretch their fingers and prepare 
to dive in, anticipating competitor moves and customer behavior.

Scenario planning is the ideation and analysis of possible 
future outcomes, including simulating the impact of complex 
changes on the business and robust evaluations of alternative 
courses of action. Capturing these potential futures in stories 
engages our imagination, gives life to the numbers, and 
provides a structured approach for planning partners to 
visualize challenges and responses.

2

A hypothetical situation: 

“ Our company has held a strong lead with 
approximately one third of the market and a 
loyal following. What if our second and fourth 
largest competitors were to merge, and offer a 
broad product portfolio and a global footprint?”
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Why Does This Belong in FP&A?

Going back in time, scenario planning was under the purview 
of dedicated strategic planning groups where there were 
sometimes limited connections between FP&A and the 
scenario work completed by that separate group. The 
macro-oriented strategic planning groups was robust and 
well-thought through, but the outputs did not explicitly 
connect and impact near-term decision-making, including 
the evaluation of technical initiatives, resource allocation, 
and financial forecasts.

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has brought the 
need for robust strategic planning to the forefront. That 
includes modeling, analysis and developing strategic insight 
to navigate the uncertain environment and establish that 
pathway into the future. We must analyze, understand, and 
provide insight to revenue management, cost management 
and cash management. 

Finance and FP&A are the conductors of these planning 
and alignment processes throughout the organization. 
They work with strategic planning, business unit leaders, ops 
management, and functional management, to qualitatively 
define the wide range of scenarios, assess the likelihood of 
events occurring, create and update our models estimating 
the operational and financial impacts, determine the range 
of options and alternatives, and collaborate with key 
stakeholders to create and execute the playbooks as the 
events unfold. FP&A examines a wide range of alternatives 
to understand possible drivers and their impacts on 
outcomes. 

This also plays to some of FP&A’s emerging skills, including 
intellectual curiosity, business partnering, negotiation, and 
command of the underlying value chain.

— Philip Peck, Vice President, Peloton Consulting Group

DEFINITIONS & PARAMETERS2

• Dispel the illusion of control: “Single plans provide a false sense of 
security in that we think we have more control over the outcome 
than we do,” Alexander says.

• Stretch team thinking: If you only have one scenario, it is hard to 
challenge that projection and point to other outcomes. This leads to 
groupthink or pandering to the leader.

• Overcome common biases: We are all subject to various biases and 
social dynamics: optimism, overconfidence, confirmation, recency. 
Scenario planning asks us to imagine different outcomes.

• Encourage critical thinking: Models and plans contain explicit and 
implicit assumptions; alternative scenarios uncover and challenge 
those assumptions.

• Create a proactive mindset: The creation of alternative scenarios 
forces the examination, preparation, resilient planning, and cherished 
advisor role that FP&A seeks to become.

• Encourage cross-functional teamwork: Ideally, the process can help 
business leaders see the interdependence of their company, the need 
to support other departments and reallocate capital, minimizing 
budget fiefdoms. A well-orchestrated process can encourage 
multiple groups to plan together. 

Jack Alexander, CFO-turned-advisor and author, in his FinNext 
presentation, drew several distinctions between examining multiple 
scenarios versus having a single forecast: “The problem with single-point 
projections, and most plans represent just a single scenario, is that they 
ignore the presence of uncertainty. We know the future will be different 
than we anticipate, we don’t have a crystal ball.” Specifically, Alexander 
calls out the benefits of scenario planning by identifying the limitations 
they help to overcome:
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DEFINITIONS & PARAMETERS2
Horizons and Hierarchies

Planning happens with multiple points of view, based on how different individuals or groups fit their projects, products and businesses into the enterprise. 
The time horizon of their work relates to their point of view. In the table below, the horizontal time axis relates to the ability of the organization to see 
deviations from the plan and develop reactions. The vertical axis indicates the levers of change, the analysis, and the team involvement across the 
enterprise. The commentary is from an interview with Steve Player, Founder of Future Ready Finance and leader of the Beyond Budgeting Roundtable 
in North America, subsequent to his presentation at AFP 2019. The overlapping of timeframes intentionally shows that this approach is flexible and the 
timeframes blend into each other. 
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SHORT TERM MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM 

Time Horizon

Calls for real-time reaction rather 
than planning and options. Reaction 
“levers” include manage hours/
overtime, credit lines

Detailed planning, certainty is 
high, difficult to change outcomes

“Short-term sales and demand planning 
does not call for scenario planning; there 

is very little I can do. My whole production 
capability has already been defined based 
on past investments. I can staff a little bit 
more overtime or not, I can shut the plant 

down, but I can’t radically change it overall.”

Investment choices

Targets

Capital payouts

Leverage planning models (versioning) 
plus scenario-specific models

“The further out you go, the more scenarios 
that you need to run. Scenario plans are 

written to deal with an immediate area, so 
there needs to be an immediate playbook 
to address it. This most often shows up in 
the middle area, five or six quarters, in the 

business forecasting that may be done at the 
corporate or business unit level. “

New markets

New products

M&A

Modeling may include both 
quantitative assessment, as  
well as qualitative narratives. 

“When I get out to the longer horizon, 
strategic planning is always trying to figure 
out with how the world is changing and has 

some macro changes built into it.” 

— Insights from Steve Player, founder of 
Future Ready Finance

Business model

Mission and vision

Long-term macro trends

SALES & OPERATIONS PLANNING (S&OP) | FP&A AT BUSINESS UNIT | MIDDLE MANAGEMENT | FPA CENTRAL | SENIOR MANAGEMENT | C-SUITE | BOD
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Related Terms

In practice, many different words are used in overlapping meanings to describe potential outcomes. The table below defines their usage for this document. 

DEFINITIONS & PARAMETERS2

Definition Usage Illumination

W
ha

t-
if

A generalized approach to asking what could be 
different than the expected outcome.

Depending on usage, it could overlap with many of the 
examples below. 

Separately, in Excel, it is the process of changing the 
values in cells to see how those changes will affect the 
outcome of formulas on the worksheet.

Sc
en

ar
io

Ideation and analysis of possible future outcomes, 
including simulating the impact of complex changes 
on the business (change multiple assumptions 
simultaneously) and robust evaluations of alternative 
courses of action. The scenarios chosen provide 
multiple potential outcomes.

A story of changing business conditions with secondary 
and tertiary impacts in the organization. For example, 
a recession may impact volume, pricing, materials, 
employees, etc. Well-constructed scenarios can stretch 
thinking beyond the closed modeling environment.

Stress testing is a subset of scenarios focusing on 
probability to withstand damage (loss) from risk events.

Se
ns

it
iv

it
y Measure the effect a model output (the “sensitivity”) to 

a change in a single input.
Sometimes called “flexing the model,” the goal is to 
determine the impact on outcomes at various intervals 
of an input or assumption to extremes, for example, cost 
increase plus or minus 10%.

$8.10 $9.00 $10.00 $11.00 $12.10
81 656 729 810 891 980
90 729 810 900 990 1089

100 810 900 1000 1100 1210
110 891 990 1100 1210 1331
121 980 1089 1210 1331 1464

Vo
lu

m
e

Rate

Si
m

ul
at

io
ns Computer models that allow multiple uncertainties to 

be tested at once. Simulations use assigned probability 
distributions for select variables and run multiple trials 
using semi-random values from each distribution.

By design, the probability distribution creates multiple 
outcomes within the parameters of closed system 
modeling environment. Unlike scenarios, the parameters 
are known and range-bound.

R
is

k 
ev

en
t 

an
al

ys
is Assessing the impact of a shock to a project or overall 

enterprise goals.
Determine the likelihood and impact of risks, types of 
risk to accept or defend against, and residual impacts on 
the organization.
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A PLAN FOR SCENARIOS3
Step 1: Develop Your Planning Base

Effective scenario planning requires the establishment of several base conditions prior to creating the scenarios themselves.

Action Explanation Illumination

Develop a 
strategic 
outlook

Companies align their resources, capital and capabilities 
to achieve a vision, strategy or targets in the future; 
scenarios are deviations from this outlook and lead the 
company to question how it would react. 

It is helpful to have a defined risk appetite that 
describes the amount of risk a company is willing to 
take to establish triggers and severity of corporate 
reactions. Scenarios should push past these boundaries 
to stretch thinking.

• Identify key assumptions: The expectations driving the outputs and 
decisions from the model (growth, products, macroeconomic environment.

• Identify key drivers: The most significant and most volatile impacts on 
your business. The drivers should be statistically measured and periodically 
retested. 

• Identify key constraints: Boundaries that are difficult to break, including 
debt covenants, regulatory requirements, stakeholder expectations (private 
equity growth targets, shareholder dividends). These may be broken in the 
scenarios, but should be called out consciously.

Develop and 
leverage a 
robust base 
model

Companies have a base model in use that represents 
the mechanics of the organization and expected 
financial (and operational) outcomes. Many of the best 
practices for planning are advantageous for scenario 
planning:

• Driver-based model: A model predicated on drivers 
is easier to manage input adjustments, quickly 
update, and flex the drivers.

• Rolling forecasts: The duration of scenarios should 
extend beyond the fiscal year as impacts and 
remediations are unknown.

• Plan your outputs: Visualizations and summaries are 
built into the model to speed time-to-presentation; 
consistent presentation of base and scenarios allows 
for quick absorption of information.

“I really like two base cases. The first is the plan, the most probable scenario  
or agreed upon plan. I also like to present an extrapolation of current trends, 
and ask people to explain what specific actions will lead to the discontinuity  
of projections.” 

— Jack Alexander, former CFO
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Action Explanation Illumination

Integrate into 
the planning 
cycle

Integrate scenario planning into the overall planning 
cycle. For many companies, this is timed with a long-
range and/or annual budget period leading up to the 
start of the fiscal year and presentation to the board 
of directors. As will be discussed in Step 3, it should 
continue throughout the year in time with other regular 
forecast review activities. 

- Develop a strategic outlook
-  Develop and leverage a 

robust base model
- Integrate into planning cycle

- Create 3-7 scenarios
- Find “no regrets” moves
- Model the scenarios
-  Develop indicators and triggers
- Develop playbook

- Monitor indicators
-  Incorporate in reviews 

and reforecasts
- Refresh models
- Fund contingencies

1. Develop Your Planning Base

2. Create Scenarios & Plan3. Maintain Throughout 
The Year

O
n-

d
em

an
d 

(e
ve

nt
 d

riv
en

)
Long-range & A

nnual p
lanning

Periodic reviews and reforecasts

A PLAN FOR SCENARIOS3
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Action Explanation Illumination

Create 3-7 
scenarios, 
including base 
case(s)

Write your scenarios as stories that define a 
problem, often in the framework of “if XYZ 
happens, then what are follow-on impacts?” The 
content of the scenarios should include a mix of 
different potentialities. 

It is critical to gain the participation of finance 
and non-finance subject matter experts to 
understand the cascade of impacts through 
the enterprise and to gather a broad range of 
input. Note that risk management and internal 
audit teams may supply excellent input as they 
frequently consider these questions. 

It is possible to have too many scenarios—there 
are limitless potential scenarios and teams can 
reach a point of diminishing returns on their 
efforts. The goal is to develop an continous  
planning mindset, planning capabilities,  
and a playbook of responses. 

Several AFP members use external consultants 
to help develop scenarios. The outside expertise 
and viewpoint stretch team thinking and 
knowledge base. 

“Scenario plans are dramatic, event-driven changes both upward and downward 
from your strategic direction that cause your existing plans and forecast to have to 
be radically revised to deal with the new and different operating environment. The 
scenario is typically written in terms at a high level, based on assumptions. Basically, 
it’s kind of a narrative paragraph. 

I like to create four to seven scenarios. One so good you can barely spend all the 
money you are making. Examples may include a competitor going out of business, 
new sales and distribution channels open, there is an opportunity to buy a competitor, 
a new product becomes a blockbuster, or inputs become available much cheaper. 

At the other end, I like to create one scenario so bad that it threatens bankruptcy: 
we just lost our biggest customer, our industry is consolidating and our biggest 
competitors have merged, the political or regulatory landscape has shifted from the 
status quo, or that input becoming more expensive. What do we do?

Things that I can see or I can shape through normal planning, such as demographic 
shifts—I don’t need scenario plans to deal with that. And I don’t want to be limited 
to what I just think is probable…everybody’s thinking about that. I want the highly 
improbable, because if I get the added benefits of additional ideas that I wouldn’t 
have thought of before. It’s the unexpected that really has the ability to trip us up, or 
the great opportunity that we just didn’t see.” 

— Steve Player, Founder of Future Ready Finance

Step 2: Create the Scenarios and Plans

Creating the scenarios and associated plans requires creativity, structure and coordination among people with different expertise. 
FP&A can play a leadership role in this area.

“Typically, we work with regional economists to develop revenue forecasts and cost 
indices (CPI, CCI cost of construction index and right of way index). There will be 
high, most probable and low estimate for each variable. We also work with internal 
customers on the operations side to develop business scenarios that could impact 
expenditures and cash flow in the coming year. The board of directors often requests 
to see certain scenarios in addition to the scenarios we develop and we would add 
those to the list of scenarios we run as well.”

— Tracy Butler, CFO, Sound Transit

A PLAN FOR SCENARIOS3
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Action Explanation Illumination

Model the 
scenarios

Examining the scenarios will likely lead to a quantitative 
assessment, which means converting the narratives 
into models. All enterprise / corporate performance 
management (EPM/CPM) software for forecasting and 
budgeting will include some version of scenario planning, 
there are standalone solutions as well, and of course 
spreadsheets are an alternative. 

Two approaches are:

Leverage the base model by changing key drivers and 
assumptions. Advantages: 

• Application of a robust, trusted, detailed model

• Quickly incorporate updates (actuals) 

Develop alternative models. Advantages: 

• Uncover hidden assumptions

• Challenges the modeling approach (deterministic model 
vs. external, market-based model) 

• The base model may not be flexible enough to 
incorporate non-conforming assumptions

Traditional EPM models give a view of the future, but typically are based on 
desired outputs or targets. Scenario planning shifts the emphasis to the inputs, 
the dependent and independent variables out of your direct control. 

A modern, cloud-based EPM system must help finance and operations to really 
manage robust scenarios: assumptions, drivers, decisions, notes, etc. within the 
system. Our clients are asking us to identify the meaningful, statistically valid 
drivers of their business so their scenarios are based on educated assumptions. 
As time goes on, actuals roll in and assumptions changes, having a plan in place 
on how to adjust your operations is going to be key. We’ve seen this scenario 
management approach simplify everything – modeling, adoption, and subsequent 
variance analysis. 

— Catherine Jirak, Principal & COO at QueBIT

It is possible to analyze large data sets when analyzing scenarios; here are tips to 
remember for your modeling: 

• Not everything is relevant: Apply regressions to measure the fit of data and 
variables to the model.

• The world is interdependent: Analyze the multicollinearity, how variables 
interact to influence your predictive model.

• The world is not deterministic: Consider probabilistic simulations such as 
Monte Carlo to analyze a distribution of potential outcomes.

• The world is not normal: Inputs and outcomes are not normally distributed, and 
averaging out a high, medium and low case does not create a unified outlook.

• Measure the strength of your prediction: Apply regressions again to see how 
well the model fits the data set.

• Consider your tool: While you may be able to execute this in a spreadsheet, 
tools such Python and R may be more robust and easier to use. 

—  Victor Valencia, Valencia Consulting, from his presentation at AFP 2020, 
Scenario Planning with Massive Data Quantities

A PLAN FOR SCENARIOS3
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Action Explanation

Develop leading indicators 
and triggers to action

Each scenario should identify the external or internal measures that alert the company when a given scenario is likely to arise, 
and the limits of when to enact the playbook strategies. It is easier to define these in times of calm rather than times of stress; 
when quick action is required, you do not want to spend time discussing whether you are in a crisis or not!

Develop a playbook A key outcome of scenario planning is to know what options you have and how to react and the exercise of rethinking  
your business. COVID has shown that operational flexibility exists where it was not considered possible previously.  
Example: remote quarter-end close!

Find “no regrets” moves After analyzing all the scenarios, there likely will be some actions that appear to be favorable under all scenarios.  
Companies can act upon them with “no regrets.” 

A PLAN FOR SCENARIOS3
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Action Explanation Illumination

Visualize and 
summarize 
scenarios 
and plans

Communication and coordination 
across business groups are key 
to developing and reacting to 
scenarios; visualization can be 
tremendously helpful.

Sample visualizations:

A PLAN FOR SCENARIOS3
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Step 3: Maintain Throughout the Year

To maximize the return on effort of creating the scenarios, keep them active throughout the year!

Action Explanation Illumination

Monitor the leading 
indicators

FP&A should track the leading indicators for 
scenarios as part of its environmental scanning, 
along with benchmarking and other ecosystem 
signals. This can become part of management 
reporting when it rises to a level worth 
management attention.

 “I find that about 95 percent of FP&A’s attention is focused internally, 
but the greatest opportunity and threats may come from outside the 
organization. There is an opportunity for an analyst to create a point of view 
quarterly, to set up indicators on a dashboard and show the trigger points, 
combine with benchmarking activities, and keep the organization informed.” 

— Jack Alexander, former CFO

Incorporate in 
reviews and 
reforecast cycles 

The cycle of financial reviews and reforecasts 
provides the timing to update the scenarios, plans 
and playbooks. Scenario planning should become 
part of standard finance processes.

Refresh and review 
models as part of 
reforecast cadence

• Scenarios: Check the narratives developed 
during the planning cycle for relevance, consider 
modifications to existing scenarios or create new 
ones based on changing circumstances. 

• Models: Refresh the data driving the models, 
including actual results, assumptions or variables. 

• Playbooks: Were your plays put in place? Do 
your plans still make sense? 

The opportunity is to maintain multiple points of 
view throughout the year by linking near real-term 
data flows (actuals, updated assumptions) with a 
long-term view of value creation.

“We used to update our scenarios only once or twice a year. Now with high 
economic uncertainty, we have been making updates on a monthly basis or 
whenever new information becomes available. There are also times when we 
get requests from the board of directors or the CEO to run scenarios for a 
particular business case throughout the year.” 

— Tracy Butler, CFO, Sound Transit

A PLAN FOR SCENARIOS3
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Action Explanation Illumination

Consider 
funding 
contingent 
capabilities

Most organizations develop “actionable resilience”  
by pre-planning responses and pre-positioning 
resilience capabilities that can be used under 
different scenarios.

This may require investment, business cases and 
valuation. However, known costs are compared to 
uncertain payoffs as leaders struggle to correctly 
assess the long-term benefits of potential resilience-
building projects. 

Funding contingent capabilities may be considered 
as “strategic investments” or using option analysis—
business invests a small amount upfront with a call 
option they have the right, but not the obligation, to 
exercise at a later time. 

“The traditional cost-benefit evaluation methods cannot correctly capture the 
value of these projects by predicting their average performance and benefits, 
discounting them back and comparing them to the required investments and 
costs.” 

— Vlad Antikarov, CFO at Epione Pharmaceuticals and Principal with Verea Group 
LLC. His comparison of the investment characteristics of operations and resilience 
highlights the differences:

Investment 
Characteristics

Investments  
in Operations

Investments 
in Resilience

Investment Known, upfront Known, upfront

Support Ongoing and predictable
Contingent and 
unpredictable activities

Benefits
Expected range,  
Expected timing

Uncertain range,  
Uncertain timing

Likelihood High level of certainty Highly uncertain

Valuation
Correctly valued  
through current tools

Option analysis

A PLAN FOR SCENARIOS3
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SUPPORTING PRACTICES4
The New Tools for Scenario Planning

New system and technology tools coming online and into the mainstream for planning have capabilities for scenario planning. Most planning tools include 
the ability to quickly make versions of the base scenario that include the drivers, history, assumptions, and standard outputs of the base model. Here are a 
few examples of emerging capabilities:

• Predictive planning and forecasting. Most cloud-based tools have predictive capabilities built in. If you have enough data, you can “fit” data to a 
curve—derive a relationship between predictors and outcomes—and project that forward into a forecast. Many software packages can run a battery 
of trend analyses (time series, smoothing, ARIMA) and regressions and determine the best fit equation by minimizing the mean absolute percentage 
error (MAPE). This automatic forecasting can run continuously to create a naïve forecast or rule-based scenarios for comparison.

• Big, external data sets presents an opportunity to apply massive data to your company and operations. For example, at AFP 2020, Oliver Wyman 
discussed their Pandemic Navigator, a tool that analyzes huge amounts of disparate data to assess the probability of various potential health and 
economic activity scenarios. Customer data collectives such as GoodData aggregate and mine trends in consumer habits. Third party software and, 
increasingly internal capabilities are discovering correlations between these datasets and business operations to provide external scenarios that inform 
internal planning. 

• The tools underlying some of these data sets, such as R and Python, 
offer modeling alternatives for finance and low or no-cost. They are 
cross-platform compatible, have robust native statistical capabilities 
that simplify data cleansing and calculations, and have free open-
source packages to solve common problems. “There are now tools that 
use more sophisticated statistics to derive outcomes or probability 
scenarios for scenario planning. For the knowledgeable user, these 
packages can speed the time from concept to data to analysis. By 
making a small investment in learning how the programs work, a 
company can quickly determine if the investment generates results. 
The challenge is having the people who understand how to do it and 
[having it trusted] throughout the organization,” says Victor Valencia.

• Pre-mortems and “back casting” are ways to imagine outcomes and 
work backwards to analyze the decisions and requirements for the 
end goals. Pre-mortems tend to conceive of project failures, asking 
the team to identify potential root causes, then build in prevention or 
mitigation strategies. Back casting is similar but generally imagines a 
successful outcome and asks, what are the milestone metrics and plans 
required to deliver success?
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SUPPORTING PRACTICES

Implementing scenario analysis can be complicated and require FP&A to flex their 
soft-skill muscles. These apply whether the scenario in question is at a product, business 
or corporate level, and present the opportunity for the planner to become an advisor to 
the business.

The CFO and FP&A are in excellent position to demonstrate leadership on scenario 
planning. Finance is an independent arbiter for deployment of capital inside the 
company and has a connection to all the departments and people in the enterprise 
through existing budget and reporting pathways. FP&A can leverage those relationships 
to promote collaboration across business silos. 

Deciding the contours of a scenario requires active negotiation among various parties 
that have a stake in the outcome. Since scenarios are offshoots of goals, the business 
may see this as a tug-of-war to get their priorities, risks, or resource requests elevated. 
The key for FP&A is to expand the pie—show that threats or opportunities for one group 
impact everyone, create scenarios that cross business units, develop several scenarios to 
allow many voices, and show that capital reallocation can be in everyone’s interest. 

Scenario planning is a creative process that rewards multiple points of view, curiosity 
and flexibility—understanding your business and thinking outside it at the same 
time. This may be a particular challenge since FP&A is likely the keeper of the base 
forecast and budget models; that raises the importance of outside perspectives from 
consultants, customers, other business units, reading, conferences, networks…essentially 
any other point of view that can challenge the base model!

FP&A itself needs to make sure it is appropriately focused on the value drivers for the 
customer and organization. “I get frustrated when I hear that FP&A wants a seat at 
the table, but when they get there, are talking about ticking-and-tying a $20 variance 
from last month,” says Jack Alexander. “FP&A needs to demonstrate strategic thinking: 
what are alternative courses of action, what resources are required, how do you model 
the options, highlight critical assumptions, identify corresponding data and monitor 
indicators. Finance needs to bring value to the table to earn that seat.”

Project management and process management skills are vital. In the beginning of 
the process, laying the scope of the scenario planning, determining involvement, and 
facilitating the scenario sessions engage the participants. Maintaining the indicators, 
models, playbooks and reporting throughout the year requires discipline, especially 
when the business environment is calm and scenarios are not called upon frequently. 

Required Skills for FP&A

SUPPORTING PRACTICES4
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Roundtable Comment Roundtable Analysis

“ We created forecast 
scenarios, like, what if 
revenue dropped by 10 
percent?”

Understand the difference between scenario and sensitivity 
analysis, where an analyst flexes one aspect of a model. See 
Related Terms for more discussion

“ I don’t know what other 
departments were 
creating for scenarios.”

“ Treasury had their own 
scenarios.”

“ Everyone came up with 
scenarios on the fly.”

Well-considered scenarios coordinate efforts and examine 
impacts throughout the organization, including second- and 
third-layer impacts, and therefore require inputs from different 
departments. 

In addition, you can imagine the duplicative (and conflicting) 
work as every team in every department ran their own scenarios 
with their own assumptions and data sets. Afterwards, the 
teams need to negotiate with other teams and create a single 
path of action!

A goal of scenario planning is to be proactive, to create a 
playbook of how to react. While no playbook is perfectly aligned 
with a scenario, companies can develop the organizational 
capability to replan quickly.

“ We had to create a cash 
flow model in Excel”

Scenarios should include balance sheet and cash flow impacts.

“ Our base forecast model 
was not flexible enough 
for scenarios.”

This was a wake-up call for FP&A teams to ensure they enable 
the appropriate modules and learn how to create scenarios in 
their platforms! Many consultants report they re-engaged with 
existing clients to expand the utilization of existing applications. 
Some practitioners reported the need to use spreadsheet 
models outside of forecast models and planning platforms!

Worst Practices from COVID-19

During the FP&A roundtable discussion at AFP 2020, attendees described several of the challenges they encountered when creating “scenarios” 
during the early stages of the coronavirus pandemic. The table below captures some of their complaints and the discussion of how to promote 
effective scenario planning:

SUPPORTING PRACTICES4
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CASE STUDY 15
Scenarios Throughout the Year 
Mike Powers, Senior Manager, Treasury & Risk, Abt Associates

The description below generalizes practices I have used throughout my 
career at several leading enterprises. 

Annual Planning: The baseline we measure against is generally called 
the long-range plan, the “LRP” or simply “Plan.” This has a five-year time 
horizon with deepest detail for first 18 -24 months that becomes our 
budget, which includes projections of the P&L, balance sheet and cash 
flow. There is focus on the slope of profit/revenue and cash usage curves 
to know which upcoming periods are critical. Our internal management 
reporting and incentive structure is measured against this throughout 
the fiscal year. The Plan depends upon all levels of the organization 
participating and approving their respective details. 

We complement the Plan with “upside/downside” analysis of opportunities 
and risks that could impact the income statement that are negotiated 
into the base plan. We use stoplight analyses (red/yellow/green) to 
demonstrate status against plan; for example, green could mean revenue 
within 5%, yellow a revenue miss of 5-10%, red for a revenue miss more 
than 10%. 

The CFO leads a discussion among executives about various hedge (or 
risk based) scenarios that are “what if?” in nature and multiple in iteration. 
In general, our scenarios are mainly on the negative side of things and 
considered risk of not achieving the plan. The best case is where you meet 
or exceed the plan. This is not to say new opportunities are ignored—but 
scenarios are very much risk-averse in nature. 

The board of directors will provide guidance on the reality of the scenario, 
macro assumptions and world view; the finance and audit committee will 
delve deeper into the financial assumptions and calculations. 

Quarterly: During the year, we do a series of quarterly, formal bottoms-up 
forecasts to present our current position along with internal analysis 
with a time horizon that is current fiscal year plus six to 12 months. The 
scenarios are generally less deep than during the Plan cycle, unless events 
dictate otherwise, but they are created anew with significant management 

buy-in/participation and everyone involved signs off on status. The board 
is generally apprised about status—but the level of detail provided is kept 
high-level – if presented at all.

Monthly: Generally, each month, a “Flash” forecast is done. We assess 
whether that last forecast is achievable or not. The timeframe for 
completion is less than 2 weeks, the level of effort is lower than quarterly 
or Plan and mostly internal to finance, unless we find that something has 
changed dramatically! Finance will also look at the quarterly scenarios, 
apply the stop light analyses and determine if there is new information that 
the organization needs to be aware of. 

Ad hoc: In the event of an emergency/unforeseen risk matter—like a 
material contract loss or global event—additional cycles are inserted 
into the process. The level of effort is something between the monthly 
and quarterly efforts, so the timeline is about two weeks but involves a 
fair share of analysis and input from the business. Various scenarios and 
company reactions are prescribed by the CFO’s office and often involve 
board interaction. This may x percent revenue drop, and a corresponding 
action to max out use of a credit line. With board approval, the thresholds 
for leading indicators or outcomes in our stoplight analysis may be 
different than situations above, for example, “normal” revenue limits may 
narrow from 5% to 2%. The board may also authorize a recalculation of 
performance targets based on a changing environment; however, the plan 
is the plan and never changes.
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CASE STUDY 26
A Top Down Approach

At a multi-billion dollar international food conglomerate based in the Asia-
Pacific region, scenario planning is controlled at top of the organization.

Our cross functional leaders perform scenario planning during each 
year’s long-range plan cycle (LRP) which looks five years out. This is a 
separate process from our Annual Operating Planning cycle (AOP) that 
looks out one year. The scenarios are formulated as a series of risks and 
opportunities (R&O) that could arise. The LRP is always done in Excel 
instead of in our financial system.

We manage the scenario discussions and models closely so that few 
people can access them, allowing for a higher level of confidentiality. This 
increases the flexibility to twist the levels of input and explore options 
that may be disruptive if widely known. Product mix would be an issue 
when you do high-level forecasting but the management can live with it 
in LRP. If management expects a big change in product mix, they would 
create another off-lined estimate of the impact and topline them back 
into the model. The company hires outside consulting firms to assist 
our management in setting various scenarios for the board of directors 
to choose from in order to offer management a fresh, unbiased view 
of industry trends, and to doublecheck our prediction by utilizing their 
own scenario planning tool. The heads of each business function provide 
high-level assumptions without getting their teams involved. Then the 
board would examine each of the scenarios chosen by management and 
the consultants, and, at the end of the process, would choose the most 
probable outcome, eventually to be called “the official five-year target” 
throughout the year.

Management maintains the discarded-yet-possible scenarios as a group 
of probability-adjusted risks and opportunities for reference to the board. 
Throughout the year, management pays close attention to the risks and 
opportunities that had been presented to the board. When any R&O 
becomes more likely, the management puts them into our mid-year or 
quarterly forecast, although the board-approved target (the AOP) is still 
what the whole company is aiming at. 

After LRP is done, the first year of the five-year plan becomes the 
guideline for AOP, which would start around a month later. Like most of 
the companies, AOP is a bottom-up detailed planning done in our various 
systems with the VP of FP&A making adjustments and steering the 
business towards the board-set targets, especially focused on net sales, 
gross margin and EBITDA.

In conclusion, our scenario planning process happens during our long-
range plan process and usually is done by management instead of the 
whole company. The result of this process would help setting the target 
for our next year’s AOP. This tightly controlled, top-down approach 
has several benefits, including saving time on target setting, focusing 
more time on the accuracy of key complexities (for us, trade and cost 
planning, which are extremely critical for a consumer product producer), 
and alignment with the parent’s company’s strategy and outlook. There 
are some challenges to this approach: it is less dynamic to responds to 
black swan events; middle-management doesn’t take ownership, as their 
performance is only measured against AOP not LRP. Middle management 
is also unable to deliver in-depth insight in comparing actual to prior 
LRP, due to a lack of details.
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APPRECIATION
Many thanks to those who contributed to this guide, some who are quoted, and others whose input formed the background research: 

• Jack Alexander, CFO-turned-consultant, author of “Financial Planning & Analysis and Performance Management” (Wiley 2018)

• Tracy Butler, FPAC, CTP, CFO, Sound Transit

• Catherine Jirak, Principal & COO at QueBIT 

• Philip Peck, Vice President, Finance Transformation & Advisory Services, Peloton Consulting Group

• Steve Player, Founder of Future Ready Finance and leader of the Beyond Budgeting Roundtable in North America 

• Mike Powers, Senior Manager, Treasury and Risk, Abt Associates

• Danny Shiu, FPAC, Member, APAC FP&A Advisory Council

• Victor Valencia, Principal and Analytics Specialist, Valencia Consulting

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
• AFP Guide to Increasing FP&A’s Effectiveness by Integrating Risk Management: Download
• Jack Alexander’s presentation, Scenario Analysis: A Guide for Navigating Uncharted Waters, FinNext 2020: Download 

• Scenario Comparison Template: Download
• Sensitivity Table: Download

APPRECIATION & FOR FURTHER RESEARCH7

https://www.afponline.org/docs/default-source/registered/2020fp-a_guide_improvingfp-athroughariskformat-final.pdf?sfvrsn=2&_n=327 
https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/guides/fpa/Detail/increasing-fp-a's-effectiveness-by-integrating-risk-management/
https://finnext.afponline.org/finnext-2020-virtual-series/scenario-analysis-a-guide-for-navigating-uncharted-waters 
https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/data-tools/afp-member-only-tools#scenario
https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/data-tools/afp-member-only-tools#scenario
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The finance and 
HR system that 
helps you adapt 
to change.

Workday. For a changing world.™

© 2020 Workday, Inc. All rights reserved. Workday, the Workday logo, and “Workday. For a changing world.”
are trademarks of Workday, Inc.,registered in the United States and elsewhere. 

Whether you’re modeling what-if scenarios, closing 
the books remotely, or devising new supplier 
strategies, your ability to respond is only as good as 
the insights that are unlocked by your data. Go with 
the enterprise cloud designed to give you those 
insights quickly, even in rapidly changing conditions. 
Workday lets you plan, execute, and analyze so you 
can course-correct fast when you need to.
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The topics in this guide are intended for education and reflect the state 
of practice for corporate finance. While not intended as study materials 
for the Certified Corporate FP&A Professional exam, it does relate exam 
knowledge domains.

FPAC, Certified Corporate FP&A Professional and the FPAC logo are 
registered trademarks of the Association for Financial Professionals.

To see the full PDF of knowledge domains, view them HERE.
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